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Abstract
In this paper we study semilinear sets over arbitrary ordered ¯elds.
In particular we show that open (resp. closed) semilinear sets are
convex if and only if they are basic, that is, a ¯nite intersection of open
(resp. closed) halfspaces. As a corollary we get that any bounded
convex closed semilinear set is the convex hull of a ¯nite family of
points and we obtain a separation result for convex closed semilinear
sets, both classical results over the real numbers.
We recover the constructive proof of these results to get an algo-
rithm for convexity of these sets. This algorithm is polynomial in the
number of variables and basic pieces of the initial description; but it
is exponential in the number of linear functions which describe the
set. An implementation of this method was made in the Computer
Algebra System Maple 6. We ¯nish with some examples of this im-
plementation.
1 Introduction
In this paper we study semilinear sets over an arbitrary ordered ¯eld K, and
in particular the relation between their properties of basicness and convexity.
Semilinear sets are sets de¯ned by boolean combinations of linear inequali-
ties, that is, the family of sets obtained from closed halfspaces using ¯nite
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unions, intersections and complement, and constitute the smallest o-minimal
family over an ordered ¯eld K. Following an extended notation in semialge-
braic geometry, a semilinear set is called basic if it is a ¯nite intersection of
halfspaces. We will also use the name \polyhedron" for a basic semilinear
set. It follows readily that basic semilinear sets are convex, and we prove
that for closed (resp. open) sets the converse also holds, that is, an open
(resp. closed) semilinear set C is convex if and only if it is basic.
Notice that while some properties of classical convex geometry over the
real numbers do not require any topological assumption and therefore remain
valid over any ordered ¯eld, some others are only true over the reals. For
instance, it is well known that any closed convex subset of Rn is an intersec-
tion of closed halfspaces, that is, sets de¯ned by non-strict linear inequalities.
However, this is not true over an arbitrary ordered ¯eld: the subset C ½ Q2
de¯ned by y ¡
p
2x ¸ 0 is not the intersection of any family of halfplanes
a0 + a1x + a2y ¸ 0 with ai 2 Q. Another classical result of real convex
geometry is that two closed disjoint convex subsets can be separated by a
hyperplane. This is also false over arbitrary K as the above example shows
(one cannot separate C from any disjoint convex subset in Q2). The rea-
son for this is that the set C cannot be de¯ned by linear equations over
Q, although it can obviously be de¯ned by degree two equations. There-
fore, to rescue these properties we must restrict ourselves to the subfamily
of semilinear sets de¯ned over K.
On the other hand, interest on semilinear sets has appeared in di®erent
instances, since they are present in very well-known problems of optimization
and linear programming. In [3] it is shown that the class of linear formulas
over ordered ¯elds admits elimination of quanti¯ers and in [8, 14] the com-
plexity of this elimination is studied; in [9, 10, 12] semilinear sets are studied
from the point of view of the so called semilinear spectrum, and more re-
cently in [5] is given an explicit construction of how to rewrite polyhedra by
fewer (non-linear) polynomials, hoping that the reduction on the number of
inequalities yields some economy on the handling of polyhedra.
As announced above, we prove that an open (resp. closed) semilinear set
C is convex if and only if it is basic. However this coincidence between basic
and convex fails when C is neither open nor closed, leaving the characteriza-
tion of basic sets as an open question. Also, it follows from our result that
two disjoint convex closed semilinear sets can be separated by a hyperplane.
Moreover we propose an algorithm such that for any given description of a
closed semilinear set C, if C is convex, it provides a family of hyperplanes
whose intersection gives C.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Preliminary results are given
in Section 2. In Section 3, we recall some notions from convex geometryConvexity of semilinear sets 3
and we extend some well-known properties of convex and semialgebraic sets
to semilinear sets. Section 4, is devoted to prove the main theorem and
some inmediate consequences of it. Section 5 presents an algorithm to check
convexity of semilinear sets as well as an analysis of its complexity. This
algorithm has been implemented in the Computer Algebra System Maple
6. In last section, we reproduce a Maple session showing some examples
together with its computation time.
Part of this paper was presented in Encuentros de ¶ Algebra Computacional
y Aplicaciones (EACA), see [1, 11].
We want to thank G. Stengle for calling our attention to these questions
during his sabbatical stay in Madrid.
2 Semilinear sets
Let Kn be the n-dimensional a±ne space over an ordered ¯eld (K;·). Given
a linear polynomial h(x1;:::;xn) = a0+a1x1+¢¢¢+anxn; with a0;:::;an 2 K,
we associate to h the following sets:
i) the hyperplane Z(h) = fx 2 Kn : h(x) = 0g = fh = 0g.
ii) the open halfspace S(h) = fx 2 Kn : h(x) > 0g = fh > 0g.
iii) the closed halfspace S(h) = fx 2 Kn : h(x) ¸ 0g = fh ¸ 0g.
De¯nition 2.1 A polyhedron or basic semilinear set is a ¯nite intersection
of halfspaces, either open or closed.
Intersections of open halfspaces are called basic open or open polyhedra,
we use the notation S(h1;:::;hr) = fh1 > 0;:::;hr > 0g.
Intersections of closed halfspaces are called basic closed or closed polyhe-
dra, we use the notation S(h1;:::;hr) = fh1 ¸ 0;:::;hr ¸ 0g.
De¯nition 2.2 A subset C ½ Kn is called semilinear if it is a ¯nite union
of polyhedra, i.e., has a representation of the form
C =
t [
i=1
ffi1 > 0;:::;fisi > 0;gi1 ¸ 0;:::;giri ¸ 0g
for some linear polynomials fij, gik. Equivalently, semilinear sets are the
elements of the boolean algebra generated by halfspaces.
Example 2.3 Semilinear sets in the one-dimensional a±ne space K are ¯nite
unions of points and intervals, while basic open (resp. closed) sets are open
(resp. closed) intervals.Convexity of semilinear sets 4
As usual, given two points x;y 2 Kn, we denote by [x;y ] (resp. (x;y ],
etc.) the closed (resp. open in x and closed in y, etc) segment, with end
points x and y, that is,
[x;y ] = f(1 ¡ ¸)x + ¸y j ¸ 2 K and 0 · ¸ · 1g
(resp. 0 < ¸ · 1, etc).
If a linear polynomial h has di®erent signs at x and y then there is a point
z 2 (x;y) such that h(z) = 0. Moreover, the restrictions hj(x;z) and hj(z;y)
have constant sign.
Remember that a subset C ½ Kn is convex if for any pair of points
x;y 2 C the segment [x;y ] ½ C. We de¯ne the convex closure of C, denoted
by Conv(C), as the intersection of all convex sets in Kn containing C.
In particular basic sets are convex, hence semilinear sets are ¯nite union
of convex sets. In [9] it is proved that convex closures of semilinear sets also
semilinear.
3 Core and linear closure of semilinear sets
We recall the classic notions of core and linear closure and work out with
some of their properties in the case of semilinear sets. For more details we
refer to [13].
De¯nition 3.1 Let C be a subset of Kn. A point x 2 C is called a core point
of C if for each point y 2 Kn, y 6= x, there is z 2 (x;y) such that [x;z] ½ C.
The set of core points of C is called the core of C and it is denoted by Cor(C).
A point x 2 Kn is linearly accessible from C if there is y 2 C such
that (x;y ] ½ C. The set of points in Kn which are either in C or linearly
accessible from C is called the linear closure of C and it is denoted by Lin(C).
We de¯ne the boundary of C as the set @(C) = Lin(C) n Cor(C).
When C ½ H for some a±ne subspace H of Kn we may be interested
in taking the core or the linear closure of C relative to H. In that case we
will use the notation CorH(C) or LinH(C). Also, we denote by Int(C) and
Adh(C) the interior and closure of C in the order topology of Kn, that is,
the product of the order topology in K.
The following are some straightforward properties that will be used later.
Proposition 3.2 Let C ½ Kn. Then,
i) Int(C) ½ Cor(C) ½ C ½ Lin(C) ½ Adh(C).Convexity of semilinear sets 5
ii) If C is convex, x 2 Cor(C) and y 2 Lin(C) then [x;y) ½ Cor(C).
iii) If C is convex, then the core and linear closure of C are convex.
iv) Cor(C) = Cor(Lin(C)).
Example 3.3 The following examples show that the equalities Adh(C) =
Lin(C) and Int(C) = Cor(C) are not true in general:
r p
p 2 Cor(C); p = 2 Int(C)
C
r p
p 2 Adh(C); p = 2 Lin(C)
C
However, we will see that these equalities hold for semilinear sets.
Lemma 3.4 Let C ½ Kn be a semilinear set. Then, Lin(Kn n C) = Kn n
Cor(C).
Proof : Take x 2 Lin(Kn n C). Then, either x = 2 C or there is y 2 Kn n C
such that (x;y] ½ Kn n C. Therefore, x = 2 Cor(C).
Conversely, take x = 2 Cor(C), we can suppose that x 2 C. Then there
is y 2 Kn such that for any z 2 (x;y) we have (x;z] \ (Kn n C) 6= ;. As
C is semilinear, C \ (x;z] is a ¯nite union of segments. Then, there exists
w 2 (x;z] such that (x;w] ½ Kn n C. Consequently x 2 Lin(Kn n C).
2
Remark 3.5 Lemma 3.4 is not true for arbitrary sets. For instance if
C = Q ½ R, we have R n Cor(Q) = R and Lin(R n Q) = R n Q. However the
same proof shows that the statement holds for a large class of sets such as
semialgebraic sets (i.e. described by polynomial inequalities) or o-minimal
sets. On the other hand, in the order topology we always have that for any
subset C of Kn, Kn n Int(C) = Adh(Kn n C).
Lemma 3.6 Let C = ff1 > 0;:::;fs > 0;g1 ¸ 0;:::;gr ¸ 0g be a non-
empty polyhedron. Then,
i) Lin(C) = Adh(C) = ff1 ¸ 0;:::;fs ¸ 0;g1 ¸ 0;:::;gr ¸ 0g.
ii) Int(C) = ff1 > 0;:::;fs > 0;g1 > 0;:::;gr > 0g:Convexity of semilinear sets 6
Proof : i) Since Lin(C) ½ Adh(C) ½ S(f1;:::;fs;g1;:::;gr) we only have
to prove that
Y := S(f1;:::;fs;g1;:::;gr) ½ Lin(C):
Let x 2 Y and suppose that x 62 Lin(C). Take y 2 C, then (x;y] 6½ C. As
[x;y]\C is convex, there is z 2 (x;y) such that (x;z]\C = ;. On the other
hand, since, y 2 C ½ Y and the latter is convex we have [x;z] ½ Y n C and
therefore [x;z] is contained in the union of the zeros of the fi's. Consequently,
there exists a linear polynomial, say fi, which vanishes identically on [x;z],
and in particular fi(y) = 0, contradicting that y 2 C.
ii) Follows from i) and the equality Kn n Int(C) = Adh(Kn n C). 2
The equality Cor(C) = Int(C) = ff1 > 0;:::;fs > 0;g1 > 0;:::;gr > 0g
also holds as we show for the general case in next proposition.
Proposition 3.7 Let C ½ Kn be a non-empty semilinear set. Then
Lin(C) = Adh(C) and Cor(C) = Int(C):
In particular,
a) if C1;:::;Ct are semilinear, then
Lin(C1 [ ¢¢¢ [ Ct) = Lin(C1) [ ¢¢¢ [ Lin(Ct):
b) The class of semilinear sets is closed under formation of interior, clo-
sure and boundary.
c) Any closed semilinear set is the union of ¯nite basic closed semilinear
sets.
d) Any open semilinear set is the union of ¯nite basic open semilinear
sets.
Proof : We always have (cf. Proposition 3.2) Lin(C) ½ Adh(C). Sup-
pose that C = C1 [ ¢¢¢ [ Ct, where Ci is a polyhedron. Also, Adh(C) =
[t
i=1Adh(Ci) = [t
i=1Lin(Ci) ½ Lin(C1[¢¢¢[Ct) = Lin(C), the second equal-
ity following from Lemma 3.6. The equality Cor(C) = Int(C) follows by
complementation using Lemma 3.4.
Now, a) is immediate.
For b) we have that Adh(C) = [t
i=1Adh(Ci) which by Lemma 3.6 are
basic closed. The statement for the interior follows by complementation and
for the boundary we have @(C) = Adh(C) n Int(C).
For c) notice that C = Adh(C) = [t
i=1Adh(Ci).Convexity of semilinear sets 7
Finally d) follows from c) by complementation. 2
Statements c) and d) are known in semialgebraic geometry as the ¯nite-
ness property, and they are by no mean obvious. Here the simple structure
of semilinear sets makes them easily accessible.
4 A basicness theorem
Let C be a semilinear set, which we assume given by the following description,
C =
t [
i=1
ffi1 > 0;:::;fisi > 0;gi1 ¸ 0;:::;giri ¸ 0g:
We denote by H the collection of linear polynomials appearing in the de-
scription, i.e.,
H =
t [
i=1
ffi1;:::;fisi;gi1;:::;girig:
Recall that @C = Adh(C) n Int(C). It is immediate to check that @C ½ S
h2H Z(h). Among the collection of polynomials on H those that vanish in
an open set of the boundary have a special property:
Lemma 4.1 Let C be a convex set with non-empty core and let Z(h) be a
hyperplane such that CorZ(h)(@C \ Z(h)) 6= ;. Then h has constant sign on
Cor(C). In particular h does not change sign on C.
Proof : Assume that we have x;y 2 Cor(C) with h(x) < 0 and h(y) > 0.
Since Cor(C) is convex (x;y) ½ Cor(C). Take w 2 (x;y) with w 2 Z(h) and
take z 2 CorZ(h)(@C \Z(h)). By the de¯nition of core we have that there is
z0 2 (z;w) such that [z;z0] ½ @C \Z(h). In particular, (z;z0)\Cor(C) = ;.
But on the other hand, by Proposition 3.2 (z;w] ½ Cor(C), since it is the
segment joining a point of @C with a point of Cor(C), contradiction. 2
As above, let C be a semilinear set and H the family H of linear polynomi-
als appearing in its description. We denote by H+ the set of those polynomi-
als h 2 H such that the hyperplanes Z(h) verify that CorZ(h)(@C\Z(h)) 6= ;.
We have:
Proposition 4.2 Let C be as in Lemma 4.1 and let h 2 H+. Then @C\Z(h)
is convex.Convexity of semilinear sets 8
Proof : Take x;y 2 @C \ Z(h) and assume that there is z 2 (x;y) with
z = 2 @C \ Z(h). Since obviously z 2 Z(h), we have z = 2 @C, whence
z 2 Int(C) = Cor(C). Taking a small interval around z transversal to
Z(h) contained in Int(C) we have that h changes sign in Cor(C), against
Lemma 4.1. 2
De¯nition 4.3 Let C ½ Kn and x 2 Kn. We de¯ne the dimension of C at
x, dimx C, as the maximum integer k such that there is a k-dimensional a±ne
subspace L of Kn with x 2 Lin(CorL(C\L)). We set dimC = maxfdimx C j
x 2 Kng.
It is immediate to see that if C is convex then dimx C is constant for all
x 2 Lin(C) and equal to the dimension of the smallest a±ne subspace in
which C is contained. Also note that by the de¯nition, Cor(C) 6= ; if and
only if dimx C = n for some x. This de¯nition of dimension is specially well
behaved for convex semilinear sets as we can see in the proofs of the following
results. The following Lemma shows the equivalence of three conditions
which Proposition 4.5 below will show that are impossible.
Lemma 4.4 Let C ½ Kn be a convex semilinear set with Cor(C) 6= ; and
let x0 2 @C. The following are equivalent:
i) For all h 2 H+, h(x0) 6= 0.
ii) There exists a convex neighbourhood U of x0 such that U \ Cor(C) 6= ;
and U\@C is contained in a ¯nite union L1[¢¢¢[Lr of a±ne subspaces
of codimension greater than or equal to two.
iii) dimx0(@C) · n ¡ 2.
Proof : Without loss of generality we can assume that x0 is the origin.
Let us see ¯rst that i) ) ii). Note that i) is equivalent to the following
statement: for all h 2 H with h(0) = 0, we have CorZ(h)(@C \ Z(h)) =
;. We divide the set of linear polynomials H into two groups H0 and H1
that collect respectively those linear polynomials of H vanishing at 0 and
those not vanishing at 0. Let U be the open convex semilinear set de¯ned
by intersecting all the open halfspaces containing the origin de¯ned by the
elements in H1, that is, U =
T
h2H1fh(0)h > 0g. Notice that Cor(C)\U 6= ;.
Indeed, take any w 2 Cor(C); since 0 2 @C we get (0;w] ½ Cor(C) and
(0;w] \ U 6= ;.
Note that U\@C is contained in the union of Z(h)\U for all h 2 H0. Take
one of these hyperplanes, say Z(h). Since @C is semilinear, the assumptionConvexity of semilinear sets 9
CorZ(h)(@C \Z(h)) = ; implies that @C \Z(h) is contained in a ¯nite set of
proper a±ne subspaces of Z(h), hence of codimension at least 2. Altogether
we get that @C \ U is contained in a ¯nite union L = L1 [ ¢¢¢ [ Lr of a±ne
subspaces of codimension at least two.
For ii) ) iii), assume that dim0(@C) ¸ n ¡ 1. Thus there is an a±ne
subspace L of codimension greater or equal n¡1 with 0 2 Lin(CorL(@C\L)),
this means that there is y 2 CorL(@C \ L) such that (0;y] ½ CorL(@C \
L). Then for each neighbourhood U of 0 we have CorL(@C \ L) \ U 6= ;,
contradicting ii).
Finally, to see iii) ) i), assume that dim0 @C · n ¡ 2. Take a hy-
perplane Z(h) with h(0) = 0 and suppose h 2 H+. Then, there exists
z 2 CorZ(h)(@C \ Z(h)). Since x0 2 @C \ Z(h) and this set is convex
by Proposition 4.2 we get (0;z] ½ CorZ(h)(@C \ Z(h)). In particular x0 2
Lin(CorZ(h)(@C \ Z(h))) which shows that dimx0 @C = n ¡ 1. 2
Proposition 4.5 Let C be convex, semilinear with Cor(C) 6= ; and let x0 2
@C. Then, there is h 2 H+ with h(x0) = 0.
Proof : Suppose that for all h 2 H+, h(x0) 6= 0. By Lemma 4.4, there is
a convex neighbourhood U of x0 such that U \ Cor(C) 6= ; and U \ @C ½
L1[¢¢¢[Lr with dim(Li) · n¡2. We claim that this implies that U ½ C, and
therefore x0 2 Int(C) in contradiction with the assumption that x0 2 @C.
First we show that U n(L1 [¢¢¢[Lr) ½ C. Indeed, take u 2 U with u = 2
L1 [¢¢¢[Lr, and assume that 0 = 2 C. Consider the a±ne spaces L0
i = u+Li
generated by u and Li. Then there exists y 2 U \ (Cor(C) n
Sr
i=1 L0
i). Thus
we have (u;y]\
Sr
i=1 L0
i = ;. Take z 2 (u;y) such that z 2 @C\U ½
Sr
i=1 L0
i.
In particular z 2 (u;y] \
Sr
i=1 L0
i, contradiction.
Finally, let u 2 L1 [ ¢¢¢ [ Lr. We may assume that u = 0 in Kn.
Since U n (L1 [ ¢¢¢ [ Lr) ½ C, take y 2 U such that, [¡y;y] ½ U and
[¡y;y] \ (L1 [ ¢¢¢ [ Lr) = f0g. Then y;¡y 2 C, and by convexity 0 2 C.
This shows that L1 [ ¢¢¢ [ Lr ½ C so that altogether U ½ C as claimed.
2
Remark 4.6 Note ¯rst that Proposition 4.5 and Lemma 4.4 show that
dimx @C = n ¡ 1 for all x 2 @C with C convex, semilinear and Cor(C) 6= ;.
In general, the condition of Cor(C) 6= ; is not important, since given C
convex semilinear, we can take as ambient space the smallest a±ne subspace
containing C. This way we may assume, without lost of generality, that
dimC equals the dimension of the ambient space and in particular that
Cor(C) 6= ;. This shows that for x 2 @C, dimx @C ¸ dimC ¡ 1. ThisConvexity of semilinear sets 10
inequality is false for non-semilinear convex sets (of course always with the
de¯nition of dimension given above). For instance, if C is the unit disk, @C
is the unit circle, dimx @C = 0 for any x 2 @C since any hyperplane passing
through x intersects @C only at x.
The following theorem is the main result of this section:
Theorem 4.7 Let C be a convex closed semilinear set. Then C is a closed
polyhedron.
Proof : Replacing Kn by the smallest a±ne subspace which contains C, we
may assume that Cor(C) 6= ;. Take h 2 H+. By Lemma 4.1, h does not
change sign in C. We may assume that h ¸ 0, changing h by ¡h if it is
necessary. In particular it follows that C ½
T
h2H+ S(h). We show that this
is indeed an equality.
In fact, let x = 2 C. Take y 2 Cor(C). Since [x;y]\C is closed, semilinear
and convex, there is z 2 (x;y) \ @C such that [z;y] ½ C and [x;z) \ C = ;.
By Proposition 4.5, we can take h 2 H+ with h(z) = 0. Since y 2 Cor(C)
we have that h(y) > 0. Hence h(x) < 0 and x = 2 S(h). 2
As a consequence of the proof of the Theorem 4.7 and Lemma 4.1 we get
the following corollaries that will be used in the next section to perform the
algorithm:
Corollary 4.8 A closed semilinear set C is convex if and only if it is basic
closed. More precisely, C is convex if and only if it is the intersection of all
S(h) with h 2 H not changing sign on C.
For open sets we have:
Corollary 4.9 i) An open semilinear set C is convex if and only if it is
the intersection of all S(h) with h 2 H not changing sign on C.
ii) An open semilinear set is convex if and only if its closure is convex. In
this case, the open set is described by the same linear polynomials that
its closure, with strict inequalities.
Proof : It su±ces to prove i). By Lemma 3.6, Adh(C) is closed, convex and is
de¯ned by the same polynomials that C. By Corollary 4.8, Adh(C) is the in-
tersection of all the closed halfspaces appearing in the description and do not
change sign on Adh(C). Using Lemma 3.6 and Proposition 3.7 we are done.Convexity of semilinear sets 11
2
Remark 4.10 It is not true that basicness and convexity are equivalent
when C is neither open nor closed. For instance the set C = fy > 0g[fx ¸
0;y ¸ 0g is convex but not basic.
Theorem 4.11 Any bounded convex closed semilinear set is the convex hull
of a ¯nite set of points in Kn.
Proof : By Theorem 4.5 we know that C is an intersection of a ¯nite num-
ber of closed halfspaces. Let Z(h) be any of the corresponding hyperplanes.
Then C \ Z(h) is closed, convex, bounded and semilinear. Hence, by induc-
tion we have that C\Z(h) is a polyhedron of vertices, say, a1Z(h);:::;amZ(h).
Now it is immediate to see that C is the convex hull of faiZ(h)gZ(h) where
Z(h) runs on all bounding hyperplanes. 2
As a last consequence of Theorem 4.7 we obtain the following separation
result:
Theorem 4.12 (Separation) Let C;C0 ½ Kn be two convex closed semi-
linear sets such that C \ C0 = ;. Then, there is a linear polynomial h such
that h(C) > 0 and h(C0) < 0.
Proof : By Theorem 4.7, both C and C0 are closed polyhedra. Now we may
use the classical separation theorem for polyhedra in linear programming,
see Theorem 17.3 in [2]. Since the proof do not leave the ground ¯led, we
¯nd h separating C and C0. 2
5 Algorithm
Note that Corollaries 4.8 and 4.9 give a constructive criterion for convexity
for both open or closed semilinear sets.
In this section we give a decision procedure to answer the question of
whether a given closed semilinear sets is convex. Moreover, in case the an-
swer is a±rmative the algorithm yields also a description of it as a closed
polyhedron (i.e. as an intersection of closed halfspaces).
From now on, given a linear polynomial h and ² 2 f¡1;1g, we denote by
sign(h) = ² the set fh > 0g if ² = 1 and fh < 0g if ² = ¡1. The set resulting
relaxing these inequalities is denoted by sign(h) = ².Convexity of semilinear sets 12
Algorithm 5.1
INPUT: C =
t S
i=1
Ci with Ci = fhi1 ¸ 0;:::;hiri ¸ 0g;
hij 2 K[x1;:::;xn] and deg(hij) = 1.
OUTPUT: C = fh1 ¸ 0;:::;hs ¸ 0g, if C is convex.
NO CONVEX, otherwise.
STEP A: Let H = fh1;:::;hrg be the collection of all fhijg appearing in
the description of C. Set r = #(H).
STEP B: Let M = (²ij)
j=1;:::;r
i=1;:::;t 2 Mt£r(f0;1;¡1;§1g) where
²ij =
8
> > <
> > :
0 if hj(Ci) = 0
1 if hj(Ci) ¸ 0
¡1 if hj(Ci) · 0
§1 if hj changes sign in Ci
STEP C: For each hj0 2 H such that ²ij0 = 0 for all i, do
{ Remove column j0 in M.
{ Solve hj0 = 0 for a variable xi, say, xi = li(x1;:::;xi¡1;xi+1;:::;xn).
{ Let hj = hj(x1;:::;xi¡1;li;xi+1;:::;xn), 8j 6= j0.
STEP D: For j = 1;:::;r, de¯ne
²j =
½
1 if ²ij 2 f0;1g for all i
0 otherwise
STEP E: Suppose fhj : ²j = 0g = fh1;:::;hpg.
| Let Q = fhp+1 ¸ 0;:::;hr ¸ 0g.
| Remove columns p + 1;:::;r in M.
| For each ²i0j0 = §1 in M replace the row i0 by two new rows:
(²i+
0 j)j=1;:::;p =
½
1 if j = j0
²i0j if j 6= j0; (²i¡
0 j)j=1;:::;p =
½
¡1 if j = j0
²i0j if j 6= j0
STEP F: For each ± = (±1;:::;±p) 2 f1;¡1gp such that ± is not a row of
M, do
| Q± = fsign(h1) = ±1;:::;sign(hp) = ±pg.
| If Q± \ Q 6= ;, return NO CONVEX.Convexity of semilinear sets 13
STEP G: Return Q = C.
Proof : The construction of the matrix M is useful to ¯nd the candidates to
generate C, since if it is convex it will be the intersection of the halfspaces
de¯ned by those h with constant sign over C (see Corollary 4.8). Moreover,
this sign must be ² = 1 because of the description of C. This is the set Q
considered in step E.
In step C, when the corresponding column of hj0 is the vector 0, C ½
Z(hj0). This allows to decrease the dimension and work with new functions
hj.
Thus, by Corollary 4.8, C is convex if and only if C = Q, and we check
this equality in step F. Obviously we always have C ½ Q. On the other
hand, the non-empty sets Q± \ Q give a cellular decomposition of Q. This
decomposition is generated by the functions hij which describe C. Thus, C
is convex if and only if Q± \ Q = ; for all ± which is not a row of M.
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Let us study the complexity of the given algorithm. The basic proce-
dure in it is the well-known \Semilinear Decision Problem", that is, decide
whether a set, described by a ¯nite intersection of semilinear sets, is empty.
This decision problem can be solved using Linear Programming Methods,
cf.[6] whose complexity is well known. The most usual method is Simplex
Method, which although exponential in the worst case, in practice it works
in polynomial time. There are also polynomial time methods, like the Ellip-
soid [4] or Karmarkar's [7] methods. We denote by O(D) = O(D(n;r)) the
cost of the Semilinear Decision Problem, where n is the number of variables
and r the number of inequalities.
Theorem 5.2 The complexity of Algorithm 5.1 is O(n2r + (rt + 2r)D).
Proof : We detail the cost of each step in the algorithm above. The cost is
dominated by steps B, C and F which we analyze in detail:
STEP B: For each (i;j), i = 1;:::;t, j = 1;:::;r we need to check the
sign of hj in each Ci. To determine this sign is to check if Ci \ fhj ¸
0g;Ci \ fhj · 0g and Ci \ fhj = 0g are empty. Since we have to do it
t £ r times, this step requires O(rtD) operations.
STEP C: There exist, at most, n functions hj0 with a 0-column. For each
0-column, there are r ¡ 1 substitutions, and each substitution needs
n ¡ 1 multiplications. Overall, this step needs O(n2r) operations.Convexity of semilinear sets 14
STEP F: In the worst case, we have to check 2p¡t times if Q±\Q is empty.
Therefore, this cost is O(2rD).
Thus, the total cost is O(n2r + (rt + 2r)D).
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6 Examples with Maple 6
The algorithm of previous section was implemented by the authors using
Maple 6. The maple function which implements Algorithm 5.1 is called conv.
In this section we reproduce a Maple session with some examples and their
running computation times. The computations have been done in a Pentium
III at 733MHz. The examples illustrate how the running time increases with
the number of functions, while adding variables does not a®ect seriously to
the running time.
> Ex1:=conv([[1-y,y-x,x,1-x],[-y,x,y+1,-x-y]]);
no convex
time = 3.16, bytes = 3258302
> Ex2:=conv([[-y,x,x+y,-x+y+2,+y+1],[x,-x+y+2,-y-1],[x,y+1,
> -x-y]]);
[0 · x; 0 · ¡x + y + 2; 0 · ¡y]
time = 0.91, bytes = 4078646
> Ex3:=conv([[x,y,z,t], [x,y,z,-t]]);
[0 · x; 0 · y; 0 · z]
time = 0.35, bytes = 1622446
> Ex4:=conv([[x,y,1-y, 1-x],[x-1,y,1-y, 2-x],[x-2,y,
> 1-y, 3-x],[x-3,y,1-y,4-x],[x-4,y,1-y, 5-x],[x-2,y,
> 1-y, 5-x],[x-5,y,1-y,6-x]]);
[0 · x; 0 · y; 0 · 1 ¡ y; 0 · 6 ¡ x]
time = 24.40, bytes = 142293730
> Ex5:=conv([[x,y+z,1-y+z, 1-x],[x-1,y+z,1-y+z, 2-x],
> [x-2,y+z,1-y+z,3-x],[x-3,y+z,1-y+z, 4-x],[x-4,y+z,
> 1-y+z, 5-x],[x-2,y+z,1-y+z,5-x],[x-5,y+z,1-y+z, 6-x]]);
[0 · x; 0 · 6 ¡ x; 0 · y + z; 0 · 1 ¡ y + z]
time = 22.56, bytes = 115877374Convexity of semilinear sets 15
> Ex6:=conv([[x,y,1-y, 1-x,z,1-z],[x-1,y,1-y, 2-x,z,
> 1-z],[x-2,y,1-y,3-x,z,1-z],[x-3,y,1-y, 4-x,z,1-z],
> [x-4,y,1-y, 5-x,z,1-z],[x-2,y,1-y,5-x,z,1-z],[x-5,
> y,1-y, 6-x,z,1-z]]);
[0 · x; 0 · y; 0 · z; 0 · 1 ¡ y; 0 · 6 ¡ x; 0 · 1 ¡ z]
time = 49.35, bytes = 296688418
> Ex7:=conv([[x,y,1-y, 1-x,z,1-z],[x-1,y,1-y, 2-x,z,
> 1-z],[x-2,y,1-y,3-x,z,1-z],[x-3,y,1-y, 4-x,z,1-z],
> [x-4,y,1/2-y, 5-x,z,1-z]]);
no convex
time = 17.21, bytes = 108815966
> Ex8:=conv([[1-x,x+1,1-y,y+1],[2-x,x+2,2-y,y+2],[3-x,
> x+3,3-y,y+3]]);
[0 · 3 ¡ x; 0 · 3 ¡ y; 0 · x + 3; 0 · y + 3]
time = 0.98, bytes = 4901550
> Ex9:=conv([[1-x,x+1,1-y,y+1],[2-x,x+2,2-y,y+2],[3-x,
> x+3,3-y,y+3],[4-x,x+4,4-y,y+4]]);
[0 · y + 4; 0 · x + 4; 0 · 4 ¡ y; 0 · 4 ¡ x]
time = 4.76, bytes = 36517562
> Ex10:=conv([[1-x,x+1,1-y,y+1],[2-x,x+2,2-y,y+2],[3-x,
> x+3,3-y,y+3],[4-x,x+4,4-y,y+4],[5-x,x+5,5-y,y+5]]);
Run out of memory
> Ex11:=conv([[1-x,x+1,1-y,y+1],[3-x,x+3,3-y,y+3],[4-x-y,
> 4-x+y,4-y+x,x+y+4]]);
no convex
time = 1.42, bytes = 6512346
> Ex12:=conv([[4-y,-2x-3y+14,-2x-2y+11,-2x-y+9,4-x,x,y],
> [4-y,2x-3y+14,2x-2y+11,2x-y+9,4+x,-x,y],[4+y,2x+3y+14,
> 2x+2y+11,2x+y+9,4+x,-x,-y],[4+y,-2x+3y+14,-2x+2y+11,
> -2x+y+9,4-x,x,-y]]);
[0 · 4 ¡ y; 0 · 4 + y; 0 · 4 ¡ x; 0 · ¡2x + y + 9; 0 · ¡2x + 2y + 11;
0 · ¡2x + 3y + 14;0 · 2x ¡ 2y + 11; 0 · 4 + x; 0 · ¡2x ¡ 3y + 14;
0 · ¡2x ¡ 2y + 11;0 · 2x + 3y + 14; 0 · 2x + 2y + 11; 0 · 2x + y + 9;
0 · 2x ¡ y + 9;0 · ¡2x ¡ y + 9; 0 · 2x ¡ 3y + 14]
time = 120.90, bytes = 784665682Convexity of semilinear sets 16
> Ex13:=conv([[x,y,1-y, 1-x,z,1-z], [x-1,y,1-y, 2-x,z,1-z],
> [x-2,y,1-y,3-x,z,1-z],[x-3,y,1-y, 4-x,z,1-z],[x-4,y,1-y,
> 5-x,z,1-z],[x-2,y,1-y,5-x,z,1-z],[x-5,y,1-y, 6-x,z,1-z],
> [x-6,y,1-y, 7-x,z,1-z]]);
[0 · 7 ¡ x; 0 · x; 0 · y; 0 · 1 ¡ y; 0 · z; 0 · 1 ¡ z]
time = 541.03, bytes = 3654614098
The following table collects all the above results. Recall that n is the
number of variables, r the number of functions and t the number of polyhedra
describing C in the input.
Example n r t Seconds Convexity Functions in output
1 2 7 2 3:16 No Conv |
2 2 7 3 0:91 Conv 3
3 4 5 2 0:35 Conv 3
4 2 14 6 24:40 Conv 4
5 3 14 7 22:56 Conv 4
6 3 16 7 49:35 Conv 6
7 3 14 5 17:21 No Conv |
8 2 12 3 0:98 Conv 4
9 2 16 4 4:76 Conv 4
10 2 20 5 | Conv 4
11 2 12 3 1:42 No Conv |
12 2 20 4 120:90 Conv 16
13 3 18 8 541:03 Conv 6
As pointed out above, the computation time grows exponentially with
the number r of linear functions when the set is convex. However, increasing
the number n of variables or the number t of cells does not produce a high
growth of the computation time. Actually, the computation time is mainly
dominated by the di®erence between the number of linear functions in the
input and in the output, as we can see in the last four examples.
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